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BATTERIES

INCLUDED
The accelerated development of 
battery-powered transport
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Electric Shipping

On September 29, 2017, Yara International, a Norwegian 
chemical company, launched a six-meter long model of an 
autonomous battery powered container ship into a Norway 
testing tank.  The cutting edge, six meter long and 2.4 
tonnes heavy model with technology destined for the real 
ship, including a fully working thruster system designed 
by Kongsberg. It may have looked like an oversized toy 
but it’s the first step in what is likely to be a revolution in 
shipping, equivalent to what the Tesla Semi may bring to 
road transport.

“Initial tests of the model were successful, proving both 
concept and the technology,” says Geir Håøy, President 
and CEO of Kongsberg. Technology that will drive the first 
electric autonomous ship in the world, the Yara Birkeland 
(image below). The ship will be rather large at 80 metres 
long, with a beam of 14.8 metres and a depth of 12 metres, 
while being propelled by electric motors driving two azimuth 
pods and two tunnel thrusters. The power supply will be 
7.0-9.0 MWh batteries giving the ship a maximum speed of 
10 knots (19 km/h).

Electric Flight

We are seeing, not only automation, but electric powered 
transport vehicles on land, sea and sky being developed 
to both save money, be more energy-efficient and more 
environmentally friendly. In our first issue we covered 
the newly developed electric aircraft  from Germany, the 
Lilium Jet. This fully electric aircraft  designed to carry a 
single pilot, can take off and land vertically, like a drone, but 
utilizes wings to glide at travel altitude, thus economizing 
on battery charge and achieving very respectable speeds at 
an impressive range. 

The Lilium Jet is full of interesting solutions. It doesn’t 
use propellers, but clusters of small, independent turbines 
that would remain unaffected by possible failures of the 
neighboring engines; this is certainly a reassuring feature, 
especially if it came to be used in an autonomous vehicle. It’s 
another example of very clever engineering that harnesses 
battery power to do what would have been impossible just 
a few years ago.

Another company taking strides in this area of electric 
powered flight is Zunum Aero with plans for a hybrid electric 
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plane to be in the air by 2022. The company, with backing 
from Boeing and JetBlue, are designing a 12-seater jet with 
a range of 700+ miles and maximum cruise speed of 340 
miles per hour carrying a maximum payload of 2,500 lbs. 
The aircraft can accommodate pilots or be operated as a 
drone and boasts a $250/hour operating costs or $0.08/
seat/mile cost.  

It is a hybrid, not fully electric, but the company says it will 
generate 80% fewer emissions and 75% less noise. Battery 
technology is still not light enough for serious commercial 
aircraft and so the hybrid route is a sensible way-point toward 
large fully electric aircraft. There are other contenders in 
the electric commercial aircraft arena but most are banking 
on advances in battery technology before their dreams can 
be realised from a technical standpoint. 

Zunum’s design, unlike most hybrid electric cars, uses a 

series hybrid powertrain that delivers only electric power 
to the drivetrain with an engine to extend the battery range. 
What this design affords the aircraft is an easy transition to 
fully electric when battery technology catches up and there 
is no longer a need to be extending the batteries in flight.

In Europe, EasyJet, one of the largest European budget 
airlines, has plans to start electric-powered aircraft within 
the next decade as well. They have some very ambitious 
goals of 120–220 passenger aircraft with ranges up to 335 
miles. Given the state of all-electric flight technology this 
seems a little too ambitious, but it remains to be seen how 
rapidly battery technology will advance over the next 5–10 
years.  

Alpha Electro, an all-electric light aircraft by Slovenian 
company Pipistrel, is a 2-seater trainer with a range of 80 
miles. This is a good benchmark of where we are at with the 
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technology and there’s obviously a huge gap between the 
performance of Alpha Electro and a 220 seat all-electric 
passenger jet wanting to go 335 miles. 

NASA has been experimenting in this space with their X-57 
‘Maxwell’ all-electric aircraft. They have used an existing 
aircraft design, the Italian Tecnam P2006T, and converted 
it to an electric propulsion system.

Bye Aerospace in the United States is another company 
developing electric powered aircraft with an emphasis 
on innovative solar-electric configurations.  They have a 
2-seater aircraft call the Sun Flyer running on lithium ion 
batteries. It has been designed for the pilot training market 
where there is no need to be carrying heavy payloads and 
flight times are generally short. 

The company has been working with Panasonic and Dow 
Kokam for the most cutting-edge battery technology and 

they currently use a battery pack composed of LG Chem’s 
18650 lithium-ion batteries, so called because they’re 18 
millimeters in diameter and 65 mm long, or a little larger 
than a standard AA battery. LG Chem’s cell has a record-
breaking energy density of 260 watt-hours per kilogram, 
about 2.5 times as great as the batteries the company had 
when they first started working on electric aviation. The 
330-kg battery pack easily allows normal flight, putting out 
a steady 18 to 25 kW and up to 80 kW during takeoff. The 
total energy storage capacity of the battery pack is 83 kWh.

The Sun Flyer aircraft will be FAA certified in the United 
States according to standard-category, day-night visual 
flight rules with a target gross weight of less than 864 kg 
(1,900  lb.). Performance wise the company is aiming for 
a climb rate of 430 meters (1,450 feet) per minute; for 
comparison, a Cessna 172 climbs at about 210 meters (700 
feet) per minute.
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Electric Trucks

Elon Musk has announced a fully electric commercial truck, 
the Semi heavy-duty truck that is likely to have a huge impact 
on the trucking industry. The truck, powered by a Model 3 
motor on each of its four drive wheels, has a range of 800 
kilometers (500 miles) on a single charge of its lithium-ion 
battery pack.

The battery pack will be able to charge in 30 minutes using 
“Megachargers” to give the Semi 650 km distance. These 
Megachargers will be new generation of charging stations 
that will deliver solar power at a flat rate of 7 cents per 
kilowatt-hour in the United States. Musk says the Semi will 
cost just 78 cents per kilometer to operate. Significantly 
less than running a diesel truck.

The Semi will come with the same Enhanced Autopilot system 
as its latest cars, and as with all of these new generation 
transport vehicles there is the potential of the Semi being 
an autonomous vehicle but Musk did not go near that topic 
during the reveal of the Semi but rather focused on the 
efficiencies of the new design.

Rather like the Tesla Model 3, the cab is rather sparse with 
a centrally-located seat flanked by 2 15-inch touchscreens.

Here are some of the specs of the Semi taken directly from 
Tesla:

Performance

Without a trailer, the Tesla Semi achieves 0-60 mph in 
five seconds, compared to 15 seconds in a comparable 
diesel truck. It does 0-60 mph in 20 seconds with a full 
80,000-pound load, a task that takes a diesel truck about a 
minute. Most notably for truck drivers and other travelers 
on the road, it climbs 5% grades at a steady 65 mph, whereas 
a diesel truck maxes out at 45 mph on a 5% grade. The 
Tesla Semi requires no shifting or clutching for smooth 
acceleration and deceleration, and its regenerative braking 
recovers 98% of kinetic energy to the battery, giving it a 
basically infinite brake life. 

Driving

Unlike other trucks, the Semi’s cabin is designed specifically 
around the driver, featuring unobstructed stairs for easier 
entry and exit, full standing room inside, and a centered 
driver position for optimal visibility. Two touchscreen 
displays positioned symmetrically on both sides of the driver 
provide easy access to navigation, blind spot monitoring 
and electronic data logging. Built-in connectivity integrates 
directly with a fleet’s management system to support routing 
and scheduling, and remote monitoring.

Megachargers, a new high-speed DC charging solution, will 
add about 400 miles in 30 minutes and can be installed 
at origin or destination points and along heavily trafficked 
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routes, enabling recharging during loading, unloading, and 
driver breaks.

Safety

The Tesla Semi’s all-electric architecture is designed to have 
a higher safety standard than any other heavy-duty truck 
on the market, with a reinforced battery that shields the 
Semi from impact and gives it an exceptionally low center 
of gravity. Its windshield is made of impact resistant glass. 
Jackknifing is prevented due to the Semi’s onboard sensors 
that detect instability and react with positive or negative 
torque to each wheel while independently actuating all 
brakes. The surround cameras aid object detection and 
minimize blind spots, automatically alerting the driver to 
safety hazards and obstacles. With Enhanced Autopilot, 
the Tesla Semi features Automatic Emergency Braking, 
Automatic Lane Keeping, Lane Departure Warning, and 
event recording.

Tesla Semi can also travel in a convoy, where one or several 
Semi trucks will be able to autonomously follow a lead Semi.

Reliability

With far fewer moving parts than a diesel truck – no 
engine, transmission, after-treatment system or differentials 

to upkeep – the Tesla Semi requires significantly less 
maintenance. Its battery is similar in composition to the 
batteries of Tesla energy products and is designed to support 
repeated charging cycles for over a million miles, while its 
motors are derived from the motors used in Model 3 and 
have been validated to last more than one million miles 
under the most demanding conditions.

Low Cost of Ownership

All-in, the Tesla Semi delivers massive savings in energy 
costs, performance, efficiency and reliability.

The biggest immediate cost-advantage comes from savings 
in energy costs: fully loaded, the Tesla Semi consumes 
less than two kilowatt-hours of energy per mile and is 
capable of 500 miles of range at GVW and highway speed, 
accommodating a wide range of shipping applications 
given that nearly 80% of freight in the U.S. is moved less 
than 250 miles. Coupled with the low and stable nature of 
electricity prices – which average $0.12/kWh in the U.S. 
and can be significantly less for commercial and industrial 
users, falling to almost nothing when combined with local 
solar generation and storage – owners can expect to gain 
$200,000 or more in savings over a million miles based on 
fuel costs alone. 
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Better Electric Power

One of the major challenges for all-electric transport is 
the efficiency and weight of the batteries used to power 
the electric motors, which also need to be smaller and 
more efficient themselves. A Purdue University professor 
of electrical and computer engineering and a recent PhD 
graduate have found such a way to make smaller, more 
efficient motor drive systems. 

Oleg Wasynczuk, a professor in Purdue’s School of Electrical 
and Computer Engineering, and Minyu Cai have designed 
an improved power inverter that can be used to convert 
direct current electricity from a battery, fuel cell or other 
source into alternating current to power a motor.

Conventional power inverter technologies require passive 
filters to protect motors from side effects due to high voltage 

edge rates (dv/dt). However, the filters increased power 
loss, weight and overall volume. The Purdue researchers 
developed a circuit they call an auxiliary resonant soft-edge 
pole (ARSEP), to control the dv/dt using a mechanism called 
soft-switching, which eliminates the need for a filter and 
further reduces power loss.

This technology not only generates less loss than passive 
filters, it also can reduce the loss in the inverter main 
circuit through soft-switching. In an 800-watt case study, 
the ARSEP circuit was 45 percent lighter, and occupied 61 
percent less volume than a passive filter. The overall system 
loss was reduced by 20 percent.

“That is a significant improvement,” Wasynczuk said. “Now 
we want to show it’s commercially viable.”

Virtually all variable-speed motor drive systems, such as 
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those used in hybrid or electric vehicles, and grid-connected 
renewable generators, such as solar and wind, use inverters. 
This new technology has wide applications and it can be 
integrated into existing inverters. The researchers are 
hoping automakers, truck manufacturers, makers of trains, 
ships and aircraft, and other industries, such as heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning, and solar power companies 
will be interested in working with them to further develop 
the inverter.

Not only is the efficiency of the battery-motor system a 
challenge for transport vehicles to go fully electric, so is the 
life and charging speed of batteries. In fact battery charging 
is one of the major limits to the large-scale spread of electric 
vehicles today. There has been a rapid increase in battery 
performance, extending the range of electric vehicles but 
charging remains a limitation. Battery charging an electric 
car still requires quite a long time during which the vehicle 
must be stationary and connected to a charging station. 

This is not such a problem for an urban electric vehicle 
where runs are short and the battery can be charged during 
the night. Things can become critical however if you plan a 
longer trip. The necessity of frequent and long stops would 
make the trip extremely uncomfortable with a constant 
anxiety about the possibility that the battery has insufficient 
energy to reach the next charging station.

A prototype system developed by the Department of Energy 
of Politecnico di Torino, called POLITO Charge While Driving, 
aims to solve this problem with a completely innovative 
charging system: cars can be recharged while traveling 
on highways equipped with dedicated systems that allow 
battery charging while the vehicle is moving. This would 
eliminate the stops for the recharge allowing the possibility 
to reach the destination with the battery even more charged 
than when the trip started and ready for use on secondary 
roads where the system is not installed. This system would 
even reduce the volume and capacity of batteries if you are 
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travelling on the network of roads and where the system is 
installed. 

The prototype is based on a technology called Inductive 
Power Transfer (IPT) that is attracting the attention of many 
automotive companies and is seeing the development of 
several prototypes around the world. These systems work 
thanks to the inductive transmission of electric energy 
through the use of resonant inductors. The principle is 
similar to that one which allows us to cook on induction 
cooktops. This technology does not require any electrical 
contact and so has many advantages in terms of safety and 
ease of use. This sort of system reduces maintenance and 
eliminates external installations such as charging columns, 
which are often subject to accidents or vandalism. 

The basic unit of an IPT system for automotive applications 

consists of a fixed coil, placed underneath the road surface, 
designated as a transmitter, and a coil installed on the vehicle, 
called receiver. In the short term, the diffusion of the dynamic 
IPT would completely eliminate the need for recharging 
stops and greatly reduce the capacity of batteries installed 
on board the vehicle. In applications on fixed routes, such 
as public transport, the use of dynamic IPT could lead to 
almost total elimination of batteries whose presence would 
be due solely to backup reasons. 

These innovative ideas and the accelerated push toward 
cheaper low emission power for transport is creating a very 
exciting industry in electric powered vehicles. As solar and 
battery technology advances we are likely to see all-electric 
cars, trucks, aircraft and ships become the norm, reducing 
pollution, noise, and running costs.
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